
UltraTile turn up the 
heat on a stunning 
bathroom refurbishment

TTA member and ‘Tile Fixer of the Year’ finalist, Andy 
Carroll & Son Tiling were commissioned to install underfloor 
heating and tiles in a detached Staffordshire home.  

ultratileadhesives.co.uk

All subfloor preparation, fixing and grouting was 
completed using products from the Instarmac tile 
adhesive brands.   

Working onto an overboarded timber substrate, Andy 
installed the Warmup DCM-PRO system.  Taking only 
minutes to install, this simple to use electric matting 
system is the fastest heated decoupling solution 
available.  

Following best practice, Andy levelled over the 
underfloor heating with Level IT Rapid.  This flexible 
floor leveller protects the heating wires from damage 
during tiling, creates a uniformed heat across 
the finished floor, and provides an ideal subfloor 
especially for large format tiles.

The homeowner chose 600 x 600 porcelain floor 
tiles to create their desired stylish look.  These were 

fixed using ProFlex SPES, a cementitious adhesive 
with an extended set for intricate tiling work and 
large format tiles.  Classified with an S1 rating, ProFlex 
SPES is ideal for use on timber floors and with 
underfloor heating systems, accommodating any 
movement or vibration from either. 

The bathroom was finished with ProGrout Flexible 
grout in Jasmine - a soft, delicate neutral tone, which 
compliments natural stones and lighter coloured 
tiles.  Its polymer modified formulation provides 
excellent flexibility and also a super fine texture for 
easy application.  ProGrout Flexible is available in 11 
different colours, including the recently added Taupe, 
ideal for use with most wood-effect tiles and Mid-
Grey. 

For sealing edges within the bathroom, ProSealer 
silicone was available in matching Jasmine.  Grout 
and silicone colour matching is available across 
the range and makes life a whole lot easier whilst 
providing the best possible finish to tiling projects.

CONTRACTOR: ANDY CARROLL & SON TILING 
MATERIALS USED: LEVEL IT RAPID, PROFLEX SPES, PROGROUT 
FLEXIBLE, PROSEALER

https://www.instarmac.co.uk/products/ultratile/levelling-compounds/prolevel-rapid-fibre-reinforced-flexible-floor-leveller/
https://www.instarmac.co.uk/products/ultratile/adhesives/proflex-spes-standard-set-flexible-tile-adhesive/
https://www.instarmac.co.uk/products/ultratile/adhesives/proflex-spes-standard-set-flexible-tile-adhesive/
https://www.instarmac.co.uk/products/ultratile/adhesives/proflex-spes-standard-set-flexible-tile-adhesive/
https://www.instarmac.co.uk/products/ultratile/grouts-and-silicones/progrout-flexible/
https://www.instarmac.co.uk/products/ultratile/grouts-and-silicones/progrout-flexible/
https://www.instarmac.co.uk/products/ultratile/grouts-and-silicones/prosealer-silicone-sealant/

